
Clothes pegs Fleet speedsters
Instructions No. 2476
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 3 Hours

Our clothes pegs can be turned into speedy racers in no time at all. All you need is a little material and you're ready to go. A
little paint and glue and in no time at all you have your own fleet of racing cars and great planes.

This is how the cars and planes are designed:
First paint the wooden sticks, clothes pegs and buttons with craft paint according to your wishes. We chose pastel colours for our aeroplanes and racing cars.
Of course, bright or metallic colours are also possible.

Next, you can paint the details such as rally stripes, numbers, doors and more on the wooden parts. If necessary, you should shorten some of the wooden
parts.

After drying, you can now glue the wooden parts together to form cars and aeroplanes using craft glue. You proceed as follows.

Cars:

Glue four buttons as wheels to a clothes peg. For our cars, we used smaller buttons at the front than at the back to emphasise the race car character more.

For the spoiler and front wing, glue a small wooden spatula to each. 

Planes:

Glue on a wooden spatula as the wing and the airfoil. Next, attach the elevator at the back with some glue. For the propeller, glue on a wooden spatula at the
front with a button over it.



Article number Article name Qty
650953 VBS Wooden clamp parts, 100 pcs. 1
664752 VBS Wooden clips 1
39161001 VBS Wooden buttons "Size Mix", 100 g 1
13916 VBS Craft paint set "Bonbon" 1
12512 VBS Wooden spatula "Maxi", 50 pcs. 1
111065 VBS Handicraft glue85 g 1
661140 VBS Wooden sticks "Nature" 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/newsletter/
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